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Feeds

Star Army offers feeds from our forums and our wiki. You can also embed feeds into Star Army wiki
pages.

This is useful for doing things like showing the top and latest threads from your plot's subforum on your
plot's wiki page.

Embedding RSS Feeds Into Wiki page

To embed a feed into a Dokuwiki page, see: https://www.dokuwiki.org/rss

Using RSS Feeds from XenForo

Star Army's forum software, Xenforo 2, offers RSS feeds. For example, here is a feed from the Star Army
forums.

Mission 30: Sugoi Dekai by invalid@example.com (Ametheliana) (2024/06/01 23:29)
[Operation La Prossima] The Psycho-nauts test of mind and New Discoveries. by
invalid@example.com (Charaa) (2024/06/01 22:12)
[Operation La Prossima] Wastin' Away Again by invalid@example.com (Reynolds) (2024/06/01
21:56)
Mission E01 - Maridor by invalid@example.com (Andrew) (2024/06/01 21:10)

Embedding the feed in a wiki article is done with the following code:

{{rss>http://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/index.php?forums/-/index.rss 4 author
date}}

Where the last hyphen is located in the above code is where to insert the forum's specific name and
number address that can be found while on the forum in the URL bar. A completed rss feed code would
look like this, with the specific forum's end url being applied:

{{rss>http://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/index.php?forums/artwork-creativity.2
7/index.rss 4 author date}}

This in turn, will look like this:

Ame's Traditional Art ��� ️by invalid@example.com (Ametheliana) (2024/05/25 06:39)
[Com] She's Got a Gun!!! by invalid@example.com (Artwork Bot) (2024/02/15 11:05)
Liza's Art Cave by invalid@example.com (Lizalopod) (2024/02/14 17:58)
Christmas Request Thread by invalid@example.com (Ametheliana) (2023/12/07 20:05)
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As can be seen, it creates a great listing of past threads on this forum, including sticky threads if they
have recently been posted in. Changing the given “4” to a different number will produce that number of
threads being shown.

It is to be noted that 18+ forums will not show recent threads within the wiki.

Using RSS Feeds from DokuWiki

Our wiki software, DokuWiki, maintains an XML feed through the feed.php, which can produce feeds in
both RSS and ATOM formats. See Dokuwiki syndication.

Here's an example of a feed showing the 3 most recent changes in the stararmy: namespace:

KFY "Froggy" Teleport System � by wes@undisclosed.example.com (wes) (2024/06/01 21:14)
2024_froggy_teleporter_room_by_wes_featuring_mindy_by_marwan_islami.png - created by
wes@undisclosed.example.com (wes) (2024/06/01 21:13)
- ↷ Page name changed from stararmy:equipment:ke-s3-p4600_teleport_system to ... by
wes@undisclosed.example.com (wes) (2024/06/01 19:43)

Here's the code to embed the feed in the wiki:

{{rss>http://stararmy.com/wiki/feed.php?type=rss2&ns=stararmy&num=3 author
date}}

From:
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